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ABSTRACT 

Usenet News is reaching its limits as current traffic strains the available 

infrastructure.  News data volume increases steadily and competition with other 

Internet services has intensified.   Consequently bandwidth   requirements are often 

beyond that provided by typical links and the processing power needed exceeds a 

s ingle  system’s capabilities. A rapidly growing number of users, especially 

attracted by WWW, overloads communication links and makes bandwidth a scarce 

resource. While an elaborate caching infrastructure was adopted for the WWW, 

Usenet News still uses most of its originally defined infrastructure.  Caching 

techniques have not yet been adopted on a large scale.  We believe that this is due to 

the lack of efficient cache implementations. In this paper we present a high 

performance cache server for Usenet News that helps to conserve network 

bandwidth, computing power, and disk storage and is compatible with the current 

infrastructure and standards. After a thorough comparison of existing news database 

formats and replacement strategies we designed and implemented NEWSCACHE to 

remedy Usenet News bottle- necks. We present an empirical comparison of different 

cache replacement strategies as well as an evaluation of the use of NEWSCACHE 

as a news server. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Usenet News provides a global distributed blackboard on top of other 

networks. It consists of a set of hierarchical newsgroups which are dedicated to 

specific topics. Articles or messages are submitted (posted) to one or more 

newsgroups and are replicated to all Usenet sites holding one of the newsgroups the 

article was posted to [1].  The newsgroups that are stored on a news server and 
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thus provided to its clients are defined by the news server’s administrator. 

The world-wide set of cooperating news servers makes up the distribution 

infrastructure of the News system. Articles are distributed among news servers 

using the Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) which is de- fined in RFC977 

[2]. In recent years several extensions have been applied to NNTP. These are 

currently available as an Internet draft [3] which will supersede RFC977 within the 

next few months.   The format of Usenet messages is defined in [4]. News readers 

provide the user interface for reading News and interact with their news server 

using the Net- work News Reader Protocol (NNRP). NNRP is actually the subset of 

NNTP that is used by news readers. Since the news reader stores data specific to 

each news server, such as article numbers to keep track of read articles, the user must 

always connect to the same news server to get a consistent view. 

The number of newsgroups (currently about 550001) and users is growing 

steadily.   At the infrastructure level this implies growing amounts of data that need 

to be distributed and pushes existing News infrastructure to its limits [5, 6].  

Section 2 gives an introduction to the current News infrastructure, its problems—

which are mainly caused by the lack of scalability due to News’s n copy semantics 

that causes high bandwidth and resource consumptions—and possible solution 

strategies. 

A news server maintains a set of databases and log files to store and monitor the 

news spool which are central to the performance of the system as a whole.   These 

databases are explained in Section 3 along with a comparison of the organization of 

these databases as implemented in various well-known news servers and NEWS- 

CACHE itself. 

In Section 4 we present the design and implementation of NEWSCACHE.  We 

explain the replacement strategy used for NEWSCACHE based on an analysis of 

various replacement strategies that can be used for a caching news server.  Besides 

caching, our NEWSCACHE provides additional and new features which are described 

in Section 5.  Section 6 evaluates our implementation and Section 7 gives an outlook 

on future work. Related work is considered in Section 8 followed by our conclusions 

in Section 9. 
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2 News, its Problems, and a Solution 

When a user posts an article to a newsgroup, the news reader transfers it to its 

news server via NNRP. Then the article is distributed among the news servers using 

the Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) [2, 3].  The news server keeps a copy 

of the article and forwards (feeds) it to its “neighbouring” news servers that also hold 

the newsgroup that the article has been posted to. Those servers in turn forward it to 

their neighbours until all news servers that hold the newsgroup have received a copy 

of the article. 

No restrictions exist on the topology with which articles are distributed among 

the news servers. To prevent du- plicate delivery of the article two strategies are 

applied: each article carries a unique message identifier that al- lows a news server 

to identify whether it has already seen an article; additionally a news server adds its 

own name to the path header of every article it receives. This allows a news server to 

identify which news servers al- ready have seen this article and feeding to those is 

not necessary [7]. 

This simple infrastructure of News has provided      flexible and reliable 

service over the past years. The analysis of log files of large news servers, however, 

shows a doubling of article numbers nearly every 18 months by occasional bursts of 

growth [5]. In the current infrastructure these figures can easily be mapped onto 

network band- width requirements which are likely to grow at a similar rate. 

A main scalability problem stems from News’s n copy distribution semantics. As 

described above each article is copied to every news server holding the relevant news- 

group(s). Since a high percentage of the articles will not be read by anyone, copying 

all articles is highly    redundant for a leaf node news server.  Measurements at our 

university’s news server have shown that only 20% of all available newsgroups are 

actually read [8]. 

Currently a typical newsfeed requires the transfer of about   – GB of article 

data per day [6].  For a typical site connected to the Internet via a T1 link (1.5 

MBit/s) News’s bandwidth requirements account for up to 35% of the total available 

bandwidth This is the lower bound to guarantee news distribution without generating 

a backlog.  A backlog might not be recoverable due to limited bandwidth and 

computing resources. If this occurs, the news service has to be decreased in terms of 
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fewer available newsgroups and randomly unavailable articles. 

Another problem that has to be accounted for is the I/O load on the news server 

caused by the news traffic [9]. To illustrate this, consider our university’s hardware  

requirements for News:  news.tuwien.ac.at is an Ultras ARC 2 system with 2 

168MHz CPUs, 512MB main memory and uses highly-optimized NFS server 

hardware for the spool-directory, i.e. a 100GB RAID4 file server with a file system 

(WAFL) highly optimized for directory accesses and big directories, connected via 

100MBit FDDI to the Ultra SPARC Even with this ma- chine the number of 

newsgroups provided had to be cut down from about 45000 to 6000 newsgroups. 

Users can request additional newsgroups (from a total of 55000 groups at the 

moment) via a WWW page [8]. 

News servers are responsible for both article distribution and providing news 

service to their clients.   Additional hardware requirements may be imposed by a 

high number of news clients.  An architecture that separates these two 

functionalities into a distribution back- bone and an access infrastructure would 

provide higher flexibility and scalability. This separation can be implemented by 

administrative and management measures [6] or by a new News infrastructure. In 

[10] we compared infrastructures for News and came to the following conclusions: 

      The access infrastructure should be separated from the distribution infrastructure 

using cache servers. This makes it possible to provide a virtual full feed over a T1 

link (MBit/s) or a slower link. Leaf node news servers that are not part of the news 

distribution infrastructure can be replaced by cache servers. Servers with a full spool 

should form a distribution backbone where news articles are exchanged using 

multicast. Distribution of News via multicast is    discussed in [11]. If all clients were 

able to retrieve articles from   several news servers, it would not be necessary for 

every news server to store all newsgroups that users might want to read. 

NEWSCACHE is a cache server implementation intended to access the News 

infrastructure.   Since it only uses NNRP, it fits seamlessly into the existing 

infrastructure without requiring modifications to existing soft- ware. Each requested 

article is stored locally by NEWS- CACHE to satisfy successive requests without 

having to contact the news server again. This eliminates additional transfers, thus 

conserving bandwidth; decreases load on the news server; and reduces disk space 

requirements since only articles that actually are accessed need to be stored.  Given 
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is the number of accesses and is the size of article   the reduction in bytes can be   

approximated as [Bytes] 

This formula represents only the upper bound.  An     article that has been 

replaced by another will have to be requested again, if it is again by a user. Caching 

is ideally applicable for News because of the lack of updates: articles do not change 

over time; they can only be added to a newsgroup or expire. This    simplifies the 

application of caching considerably. 

 

3 News Database 

Each news server maintains a set of databases that store articles and 

newsgroups as well as meta-information. In the following sections we will explain 

the purpose of each database, how they are implemented by various news servers, 

and the improvements NEWSCACHE offers for each database. We looked at 

important and wide- spread news server implementations, such as the NNTP 

reference implementation [12],  c-news [13]  which is historically important and 

still has a large  number of users, and INN [7] [14] which is the news server with 

the most installations nowadays. We have also included NNT PCACHE’s 

organization of the news database [15] — another cache server for News that was 

developed in parallel with NEWSCACHE. 

 

The history database stores Meta information about articles and newsgroups.  

It stores the arrival time and expiration of an article along with its message 

identifier. This allows the news server to identify whether an article is offered again 

by another news server but has already been expired on the local server.  It stores the 

creation and deletion time of newsgroups.  The creation time is necessary to be able 

to inform news readers of newly created newsgroups. 

Usually, the history database is managed like a log file (c-news, INN), where new 

entries are appended at the end of the file. NEWSCACHE stores the creation times 

of the newsgroups within its active database.   Storing the articles’ message 

identifier is not necessary because NEWSCACHE does not participate in the 

distribution of articles between news servers. It provides an exact image of its 

upstream news server, thus freeing NEWS- CACHE from having to identify 

duplicate articles. 
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4 Implementation of News Cache 

NEWSCACHE has been designed to be easily extendible and reusable. For 

this purpose we implemented a news server class library that provides an interface to 

different kinds of news databases. The hierarchy is shown in Figure 1 using the 

notation presented in [16]. 

      The abstract news server class (NServer) defines the   interface that has to be 

implemented by all the news server classes and provides a factory method   (get 

group ()) that lets the user create the news server’s news database. The local server 

class (LServer) implements an interface to a local news database. This class can serve 

as a base class for the implementation of a news server trimmed to the user’s 

requirements The remote server class (RServer) implements an interface to access a 

database provided by a news server. It also allows for     multiplexing between 

different news servers on a per newsgroup basis.  The RServer class can be used as 

the communication interface to a news server for a new news reader. The cache 

server class (CServer) inherits the functionality from the LServer and the RServer 

classes.  As a result, CServer provides an interface to the database of a news server 

with the ability to cache messages in the news database provided by the LServer 

class. 

Each news database is defined by its own interface (inherited from an 

abstract class).   The access to the databases is controlled by the news server classes 

which means that a reference to the newsgroup databases has to be requested from 

the server component before a user (for NEWSCACHE this is the nnrpd class that 

handles client requests) of the library can access the newsgroup. For the databases 

used by the LServer and CServer classes, we implemented a Non Volatile Container 

class library. Instead of using the heap for memory allocation, the class library 

provides its own functions for   allocating and freeing memory by using memory 

mapped files. Using this memory allocation model we implemented a set of 

containers.  NVcontainer provides all the methods necessary for allocating and 

freeing memory from the mapped file. This functionality is inherited by all the 

subclasses of NVcontainer. At the moment we provide a list container (NVList), an 

externally linked hash table (NVHash), and an array (NVArray). Figure 2 shows the 

hierarchy of this library. 
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Using memory mapped files has several advantages. The size of the database is not 

limited by the available virtual memory. A container’s content need not be written to 

or read from the disk explicitly.  If the operating system caches file accesses, this 

approach has no performance penalty over the use of main memory. No swap space 

is consumed by this container class, since the cached data will be written back to the 

file instead of to the oper- ating system’s swap space.  If the database should be 

shared by a set of processes, changes are visible to other processes immediately and 

no shared memory has to be 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Inheritance hierarchy of the Non Volatile   Container Class library 

allocated.  However, memory mapped files also have a drawback:  whenever more 

memory is necessary than available, the file has to be resized and remapped to a 

possibly different memory location. To reduce the performance penalty of this 

operation we allocate space in bigger chunks (64KB at the moment). For our 

implementation of the active database, we use the NVHash container. We use a 

externally linked hash table because it is not as complex as a balanced tree and more 

efficient as long as the number of elements is   predictable. Since the number of 

elements can be estimated a priori for the next few years this is not a big issue. 
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Currently about 55000 newsgroups exist and up to now this number doubles every 

18 months. Thus a hash table with about 20000 entries will be sufficient for the next 

two years (about 120000 newsgroups divided by 20000 entries gives between 1 and 

6 comparisons per lookup).separate file. All other information, be it a small article 

or an overview record, are stored in the same database. This reduces the number of 

files and keeps related in- formation together and thus improves caching behavior. To 

further reduce disk-space requirements we went one step beyond and store overview 

records only for articles that are stored externally or for articles where only the 

overview record has been requested. This performance penalty (about 20% as we 

will show in Section 6) is out- weighed by the disk space reduction, since the 

overview database is up to of the size of the news database. 

 

5 New and Additional Features 

 

NEWSCACHE’s design rationale is compatibility, scalability, and 

extendibility.   Compatibility with the existing infrastructure and scalability issues 

already has been addressed in previous sections.  By extendibility we mean that we 

have included new functionality into NEWSCACHE and its design eases the 

addition of new features. 

Many news readers can interact with only one news server, thus tying the 

user to the server’s newsgroup se- lection.  NEWSCACHE can remedy this 

situation by its transparent multiplexing functionality: it can simultaneously 

cooperate with a set of news servers and combines them into one virtual news server 

for its clients.  This feature can also be utilized for infrastructural improvements:  

newsgroups can be partitioned among a set of news servers and access is done via 

NEWSCACHE. Done at an appropriate organizational scale, this can decrease 

network  bandwidth consumption and I/O load on the news servers, while users 

still have access to all news- groups. 

Additionally the multiplexing feature can be used for the provision of local 

newsgroups.  NEWSCACHE can be setup to multiplex between the newsfeed and 

a cal news server that only holds groups of local scope. 
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Figure 3: Bandwidth based on replacement strategies with varying spool sizes 

 

 

     
 

 

Figure 4: Hit rates of replacement strategies with varying spool sizes 

 

Since this functionality requires setting up a local news server whose functionalities 

are not exploited in this set- ting, we plan to include a light-weight news server into 

NEWSCACHE for this purpose. 

NEWSCACHE also supports access to a virtual full news- feed over limited 

bandwidth network connections.  This functionality can be combined with a pre 

fetching strategy: a set of newsgroups can be retrieved in off-hours when the 

network is less loaded and then will be accessible much faster during network peak 

time. This functionality can also be bestowed to provide offline news Enced by 
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 total active groups ODBa articles 
requests 322934 941 40866 44159 205363 
hits 86359 

27% 
736 

78% 
3326 

8% 
10230 

23% 
42204 

21% 
perf-gain b 69% 7% 10% 11% 

users that use NEWSCACHE by combining the figures in found Table 2 and 3. 

 

6 Evaluation 

After developing and implementing NEWSCACHE we evaluated the success 

of our design decisions and the validity of our assumptions about the weaknesses of 

the other server’s database organization. We performed the evaluation in several 

experimental setups. In the following we will present our results that validate our 

design decisions.  As we will show, however, the results also indicate that a small 

performance increase might still be possible. Table 1 show the performance of 

NEWSCACHE’s News database compared to NNT PCACHE’s and INN-2.0’s 

performance.  Our test machine was a Pentium 200MHz, 64 MB main memories, 

and 3GB IDE hard disk running Linux 2.0.35. The cache servers and INN were 

running on the same machine since we wanted to know the minimal latency involved 

when retrieving News via each cache server.  It shows that a miss imposes only little 

overhead and in the case of a hit NEWSCACHE performs better than its competitors 

except for the retrieval of the active and overview databases where it performs as 

good as NNT PCACHE. 

Table 2 compares the delay of hits, misses, and direct connections in a 

realistic setup.  Clients are located on the same LAN as NEWSCACHE. The LAN 

is connected to the news server over a small bandwidth link (i.e., 56kBit modem 

line).  Table 3 includes a rough calculation of the performance. The second figure 

indicates the access time of the overview database when it is generated on the fly. 

 

 

    

 

  
Table 2: Accessing News over a slow (56kBit) link With NEWSCACHE installed locally.  

Another interesting thing to note is that the delay of some operations are 

masked out compared to Table 1 (i.e., on the fly generation of the overview 

database) due to the fact that the client and NEWSCACHE are running on 

different machines.  Other operations do not profit from this.  We see this as an 

indication that retrieving the active database from the server and sending it to the 
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client can be optimized by interleaving those operations in a better way. 

 For a cache not only good performance values but also good hit rates 

are viable. Thus, we publicly announced the availability of NEWSCACHE at 

our university and asked people to use and test NEWSCACHE. The hit rates for 

this experiment are presented in Table 3. With more accesses to the cache we 

expect higher hit rates, especially when people have to use NEWSCACHE and 

cannot access the news server directly. Over a period of 10 days NEWSCACHE 

was accessed times from hosts. In total different newsgroups were accessed 

among which the top 10 accounted for % of all accesses. So, reasonable locality 

in references to the newsgroups can be concluded. 18% a overview database. b 

weighted average of group selection, active and overview database, and article 

retrieval.  Other requests have not been considered for this figure 

 

Table 3: Hit Statistics (without Pre fetching) 

 
     NEWSCACHE has been tested in combination with several news readers. 

Netscape works perfectly with NEWSCACHE, but we had to optimize the group 

command, since Netscape issues this command for each newsgroup to get a better 

estimation of the number of articles available within the newsgroups.  Gnus, knews, 

MS Outlook Express, pine, slrn, tin, XRN also work in combination with 

NEWSCACHE.   Other news readers have also been reported to work perfectly in 

combination with NEWSCACHE. 

The following news servers have been tested in combination with 

NEWSCACHE:  ANU News (VMS), INN, MS Internet Services, and Netscape 

Collabra.  No problem has been found so far. 

7 Future Work 

The active database changes whenever an article is submitted to a newsgroup 

or whenever a newsgroup is added or removed.    Article submission and removal 
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occurs much more frequently than newsgroup addition or removal.   Unfortunately 

NNTP provides no command to check which entries of the active database have been 

modified since a given time.  Only commands for retrieving the whole active 

database (list active [wildmat]) or only the part for newly added news- groups (new 

groups) exist. A wildmat expression can be applied to filter newsgroups based on 

their names. Thus whenever the active database needs to be updated the whole 

active database has to be requested (about 2MB). 

Fortunately, the revised NNTP specification [3] is kept extendible enough to 

support custom extensions.  Ex- tensions supported by the news server can be            

retrieved using NNTP’s LIST EXTENSIONS command. To overcome this problem 

we propose a slightly modified list  co mm and , l i s t  active.mod time $time 

[wildmat], that provides a possibility to retrieve entries that have been changed since 

a given time. We will analyze the benefits of such a command and prepare a draft for 

an NNTP extension that defines this command. The current implementation of our 

Non Volatile Container Class library is based on a code inheritance hierarchy. Even 

though this supports the changing of the type of container used during runtime it 

requires a virtual method call whenever the container is accessed. In future versions 

we will switch to a design based.        

 At the moment the size of the hash table for the active database has to be 

specified when compiling NEWS- CACHE. This should be a configuration 

option in NEWSCACHE’s configuration file. However, this is not critical and 

adding this feature should be trivial. We think that one of the key elements responsible 

for the good performance of NEWSCACHE is the Non Volatile Container Class 

library. In the future we will try to integrate this in INN and will evaluate whether 

INN can benefit from it. 

 

We plan further analysis and experiments with cache re- placement policies to 

find an optimal replacement    policy for News.  As our experiments have shown so 

far the application of such policies in the setting of News may yield unexpected 

results (see Section 4.1) and thus require further systematic study.  News seems to 

differ from other cache application areas in a way that assumptions from other 

domains cannot be mapped 1:1 onto News. 
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Our measurements for News client’s performance gains have been done indirectly 

via cache hit rates. While this provides a good approximation for the overall      

performance gains, it gives only a limited assessment of the performance gains for a 

single client.  We want to use instrumented news readers to get such direct 

measurements.  Additionally these results can be related to hit rates and other 

performance figures to get a better understanding of the runtime behavior and access 

profiles. 

9 Conclusion 

Despite the fact that consensus exists that caching must be applied to News in 

the presence of overloaded net- works, only few approaches exist to attack this 

problem. These approaches alleviate the effects by applying   management policies 

but do not attack the cause.  NEWS- CACHE, however, attacks this at the access 

infrastructure while still being compatible to existing news software. 

NEWSCACHE   can replace existing leaf node news servers thus reducing 

network bandwidth consumptions and reducing hardware requirements for the 

provision of Usenet News since only a fraction of the full News spool has to be stored 

while still providing a full feed to news users.  NEWSCACHE can be used to 

speed up retrieval of News in environments where only a slow link to the news 

server exists. Another advantage of NEWSCACHE is that it offers news reading 

functionality only (postings are directly forwarded to the upstream news server) and 

needs not allocate resources and computing power for news distribution. This 

drastically cuts down on I/O load. 

Even  though  NEWSCACHE   is  based  on  an  object- oriented design whose 

design is not  compromised by dirty performance hacks,  it provides  faster access 

to news articles than other state of the  art news servers (i.e.  INN). This is due to 

the fact that we did a thorough comparison of the design of the news database in 

various other news servers before implementing our own database. The news database 

is based on memory mapped files using our own memory management.  This 

approach al- lows us to manipulate persistent complex data structures as if they were 

stored on the heap.  Other news servers such as INN might also benefit from this 

organization. 

Another factor that has to be taken into account in the do- main of caching is 

the replacement strategy used when the cache space fills up.  We have compared 
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different replacement strategies that can be employed when the spool size of the 

cache server fills up along with an analysis of the advantages of each. One surprising 

result was that when articles need to be replaced, it is better to re- move older articles 

on a per newsgroup basis.  Our interpretation to this is that the probability that an 

article might be accessed can be estimated better by looking at all the articles in the 

group than by just looking at one article. 

Additionally, NEWSCACHE makes the life of Usenet administrators easier by 

providing the following new features without forcing the administrator to install a 

news server with a full newsfeed:  provision of local news- groups, transparent 

merging of multiple news servers into one virtual news server, and providing a 

virtual full feed over slow links where a full feed would not be possible. 

These factors should make NEWSCACHE popular in the future.   An increasing 

number of people already use NEWSCACHE including Internet service providers 

and NEWSCACHE is included in the Debian Linux distribution. 
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